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City Architects GoCar

Designing Dublin



“It is not the strongest of the species
that survive, nor the most intelligent,
but the one most responsive to change.”

Charles Darwin

“Change moves at the speed of trust.”

Stephen M.R. Covey



How can we
think in decades and centuries,
act in weeks and months?

How can we

think BIG, start small, 

…and move m u c h  f a s t e r ?



Parks

Transportation 

Drainage



Dublin City Council 
Corporately-adopted policy and execution.

Dublin City Council BETA 
A consistent approach to help DCC experiment with 
new ideas outside of the traditional corporately-
adopted policy and execution processes.

Dublin City Council BETA is an initiative to 
help us imagine, trial and establish solutions. 

It provides us with an additional ‘face’ or ‘brand’ (visual identity 
and recognised ethos) –

“beta” is a term used in many industries to signal that something is imperfect, 

and is being released early into the world for real-world testing and feedback.



TrafficBoxArtworksBETA
11 boxes
6 months, 12 months
€1,100

Dublin Canvas
“colour in the city”

1500+  boxes 

Across the Dublin region

“out of beta”



BikeHangarBETA
1 hangar
5 month trial
€4,500

BikeBunkers
“live for your bike, not with it”

€3m NTA funding

BETA scaling stage

Waiting list for 3,000 spaces



RainBoxBETA
6 planter boxes, 2 locations
2 years
€1,500

Beginning BETA scaling stage



“DCC BETA” uses “BETA Projects” to trial 
issues that the council is seeking to understand 
before implementation.

Invisible “DCC BETA” innovation ecosystem
1. Permission
2. Purse
3. People
4. Process (the “BETA Model”)
5. Place
6. Partners 

Visible “BETA Projects” are used to trial 
issues and challenges the council wants to 
better understand and provide an improved 
way of engaging with citizens.



Should we?
Trials to discuss and learn about 

a general citywide solution.

How should we?
Trials to explore how to rollout 
and sustain a citywide solution.

Where should we?
Implementation, seeking local-

specific input.



Before the trial

End of the Beta Project trial

Repainted to signify end trial

Within 2 months of the end of the trial
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Better local implementation
- DCC pushing out solutions



Better local implementation
- Neighbourhoods pulling in solutions

(click image below to play video or YouTube link here)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jY4_yMVdV-g&feature=youtu.be




Please don’t hesitate to get in touch 
with any questions or suggestions!

Dublin City Council BETA
dccBETA.ie 

/dccBETA #dccBETA

beta@dublincity.ie


